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About This Game

Hello puzzle solver! Fitzzle Wise Owls is a unique expansion of the classic jigsaw puzzle style games. Instead of frustratingly
trying to match oddly shaped pieces, Fitzzle uses squares but maintains the fun puzzle completion goals you would experience

with a jigsaw puzzle. Puzzles are randomly created each play through with over 2,000 puzzle combinations for a new experience
each play through. The squares on the left need to perfectly fit into the image on the right. You clear out the corresponding

squares and merge the two images together. Puzzle difficulty increases as you advance through 50 levels of puzzle fun. You can
also choose from 3 difficulty settings to limit the amount of time available to merge the images. If you enjoy solving puzzles

then Fitzzle Wise Owls is a sure thing for puzzle fun.

Feautres:
50 Levels

Unique Cubesaw Puzzle Style
Increasing Puzzle Difficulty
Multiple Difficulty Settings
Randomly Created Puzzles
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fizzle wise owls

Awful. Plenty of grammar and spelling mistakes. Also, she does not know which room her boyfriend lives in? Makes no sense..
Hope this help this guys to finish this great project.
AVE dalerank. Great Masterpiece of a game we need far more gmaes like this in this day and age. This is a light-hearted, funny,
and well-designed game. It's four times as long as the first game (well, at least it took me four times as long to finish it) and so
the plot is more in depth. It's certainly worth the price.

Some other comments have mentioned a lot of bugs, and while I think many of the early bugs had been patched by the time I
played, I can say I did still encounter a few, but nothing game breaking. As long as you're not the type to fly into a fit of rage
over the occasional graphical glitch or so forth, you should be fine.. A lot of the puzzles still hold up well after all these years.
The action/arcade type of challenges don't really work well in this game and they didn't two decades ago either. It was nice to
have some animation and the art style is sufficient.

My main gripe with this version is it's extremely bare bones. I understand they wanted to keep the gameplay area the same
aspect ratio/size, but even the Windows 3.1 version had the circuit board background rather than just empty black.

More options such as gamepad support and full-screen would have been an appreciated addition as well.

If you loved the original and have no problem playing games presented in an old desktop game style, buy this. It's well-worth
two dollars for the number of levels.

Players new to this game should avoid it for now or wait until the developer fleshes it out a bit more (unlikely to happen a year
into its release).. Cross between FTL and X Com so I like it , and I really like the music to. This is a fun game i only suggest
buying it for bit of fun it has alot of shine but not much game play lots of car modding with plenty of ways to mod your car to
suit you

My main issue is no steam screen shot surpport to share our rides

Rating 7.2\/10. This game is a blast. As a fan of old school NES and SNES RPGs. This game is a blast. Really fun to play.
Simple to get into . And if you like Metal. The references is a cheery on top. I do recommend playing this.. You know the game
you love to play even though it is seems stupid. Board game comes to life in this one.
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10/10 Great short game, worth your time playing.. This game is amzing what I have played of it so far 10/10 yuri.
If you are thinking about buying the game or can't afford it .
Check out my first video of this here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMehKXnE0lY. Well, to be honest about this game, i throught it was a FNaF Fangame and
it isn't after all...
I realized that it's just horror game inside of police station that is something happened....

Gameplay:

Kinda hard to explain. But this whole mechanics was good but the thing is, i get the hard times to deal with the Owl. She simply
was like something that she would teleport and i have to use the radio to make sure she'll stay forever actually. But then i get
trouble to hide sometimes due sound cues but it's not the AI being broken but they like teleporting while using monitor.

Story:

Since i saw the first time to learn, i throught it was a dream and it wasn't, i readed the notes to understand but i don't explain
about it. However, the whole thing being in police station became trouble and then i throught it supposed to be phone guy but
the voice from the phone is just really something, so it made the animatronics to be active during the night. But in the future for
the story to end, i don't wanna also explain.

Althrough, that's all i can say..... I've only had this game for a short time and I'm already addicted. The only problem is that I
don't know how to access the DLC I bought. Anyone else know how to?

Please and thank you!. Worth every buck invested.
This feels like Darkest dungeon, without the anguish and frustration associated to it.
An less replay value, obviously. Still, a very good old school dungeon crawler.. stress killer, last acheivement almost impossible.
( 300+ Mice) in a row is a bloody bath mate. Great game, many people will compare it to a handheld Legend of Zelda, with
magic replacing a sword and they're spot on. I enjoyed the combat a little less, and the puzzles a little more (compared to LoZ)
so far, and I've only unlocked one out of I presume many spells so even that may change. Easily worth the $5.24 I paid, would
still recommend the game at full price ($7).. I must say that this game is perfect! I Can't wait for the full game to be realeased, I
recomend this game to people with a creative mind (basicly for everyone), all it needs is more updates and more fixed bugs.
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